Resolutions adopted in N.E. meeting at
Vijayawada
The National Executive meeting held on12th and 13th of October 2017 at
Vijayawada, unanimously adopted the following resolutions.
1. Wage Revision in BSNL:‐ Settle wage revision for BSNL non executive
Employees and Officers from 01/01/2017 with 15% fitment benefit and also
revision of allowances from 01/01/2017. The NEC demanded to revamp the Wage
Committee as a bilateral one for Non Executives and appeal to the management
to start negotiation

2. Tower Company:‐ We totally oppose the formation of the Tower Company
since it will lead to strategic sale of BSNL towers by way of inducting strategic
partners. It will also lead to disintegration of BSNL. Hence the Cabinet decision
for the formation of the Tower Company should be dropped.
The CWC call upon all the Circle and District level leaders to mobilize
workers for demonstration, dharna and 2 days strike on 12th and 13th December
2017.

3. Productivity Linked Incentive:‐ Pending finalization of the formula PLI be paid
to the workers. If not National executive authorizes the CHQ to chalk out Trade
union action programme.

4. Outsourcing of CSCS : The National Executive totally oppose the proposal of
BSNL Management to hand over 3000 CSC’s to Private Agencies on the plea of
insufficient manpower. National executive demand that this ill‐conceived move
be dropped forthwith and instead new recruitment should take place in the cadre
of Group C and Group D to meet out the manpower shortage.

5. Parliament March :‐ The Mass organizations and all Central Trade unions have
given a call for Parliament March on November 09th 10th and 11th of 2017, to
protest against the Government for its Anti‐people, Anti Labour and Anti‐peasant
policies. The National Executive call upon the Circle Secretaries to mobilize the
workers in full strength for the Parliament March.
Dada Ghose Bhavan : Nation CWC appeal to the CHQ leadership to appoint a
committee to look into the affairs of the Dada Ghosh Bhavan, New Delhi
6. Councils:‐ In many Circles and SSAs Council Meetings are not being held due to
indifferent attitude of the other recognized Union. The National Executive request
the BSNL Management to grant formal meeting to NFTE, in such Circles and SSAs,
where council meeting are not taking place.
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